Shank2 contributes to the apical retention and intracellular redistribution of NaPiIIa in OK cells
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Am J Physiol Cell Physiol 304: C561–C573, 2013. First published January 16, 2013; doi:10.1152/ajpcell.00189.2012.—In renal proximal tubule (PT) cells, sodium-phosphate cotransporter IIa (NaPiIIa) is normally concentrated within the apical membrane where it reabsorbs ~70% of luminal phosphate (Pi). NaPiIIa activity is acutely regulated by moderating its abundance within the apical membrane. Under low-Pi conditions, NaPiIIa is retained within the apical membrane. Under high-Pi conditions, NaPiIIa is retrieved from the apical membrane and trafficked to the lysosomes for degradation. The present study investigates the role of Shank2 in regulating the distribution of NaPiIIa. In opossum kidney cells, a PT cell model, knockdown of Shank2 in cells maintained in low-Pi media resulted in a marked decrease in NaPiIIa abundance. After being transferred into high-Pi media, live-cell imaging showed that mRFP-Shank2E and GFP-NaPiIIa underwent endocytosis and trafficked together through the subapical domain. Fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy demonstrated that GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E have indistinguishable diffusion coefficients and migrated through the subapical domain in temporal synchrony. Raster image cross-correlation spectroscopy demonstrated these two proteins course through the subapical domain in temporal-spatial synchrony. In the microvilli of cells under low-Pi conditions and in the subapical domain of cells under high-Pi conditions, fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy-Forster resonance energy transfer analysis of Cer-NaPiIIa and EYFP-Shank2E found these fluor resided within 10 nm of each other. Demonstrating a complexity of functions, in cells maintained under low-Pi conditions, Shank2 plays an essential role in the apical retention of NaPiIIa while under high-Pi conditions Shank2 remains associated with NaPiIIa and escorts NaPiIIa through the cell interior.
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Phosphorus is an essential mineral that participates in a number of physiologic processes including cellular energetics, posttranslational protein modification, intracellular signaling, extracellular bone formation, and pH buffering of blood (4). Serum phosphate (Pi) concentrations are maintained within a narrow range, and deviations in serum Pi levels have pathophysiologic consequences (2, 21). Hypophosphatemia can lead to rickets and brittle bones while even modest hyperphosphatemia can contribute to increased morbidity and mortality from cardiovascular diseases. In patients with chronic kidney disease, management of hyperphosphatemia is a major therapeutic concern since elevated serum Pi levels correlate directly with the progression of the renal disease, acceleration of atherosclerosis, and increases in vascular stiffness and calcification (30).

The kidney plays a pivotal role in maintaining serum Pi levels by acutely and chronically moderating the fractional excretion of Pi into the urine. The proximal tubule (PT), which has at least three distinct Pi transporters that reside within the apical membrane of PT cells to initiate Pi reabsorption, is the primary site of this regulation (14). Of the three transporters, the sodium-phosphate cotransporter IIa (NaPiIIa) accounts for ~70% of the bulk reabsorption of Pi from the luminal filtrate and is acutely regulated in response to changes in serum levels of Pi or parathyroid hormone (PTH). Under low serum Pi/PTH conditions, NaPiIIa activity is increased primarily by increasing the abundance of NaPiIIa within the apical membrane (12, 14). Under high serum Pi/PTH conditions, NaPiIIa activity is reduced primarily by decreasing the abundance of NaPiIIa within the apical membrane (12, 14). The recovered NaPiIIa is not recycled but is, instead, trafficked to the lysosomal compartment for degradation.

The COOH-terminal tail of NaPiIIa interacts with at least four specific PDZ domain-containing proteins (18, 20, 28), including EBP50 (a.k.a. NHERF-1), E3KARP (a.k.a. NHERF-2), PDZK1 (a.k.a. NHERF-3), and Shank2 (a.k.a. ProSAP1; CortBP1). These PDZ domain proteins are positioned to moderate the distribution of NaPiIIa within PT cells and impact serum Pi homeostasis. Consistent with a role in retaining NaPiIIa within the apical membrane, EBP50 (−/−) mice have diminished NaPiIIa within the microvilli membranes, elevated levels of NaPiIIa within the cell interior, and increased urinary excretion of Pi when compared with wild-type littermates (41). Although less pronounced, PDZK1 is also implicated in retaining NaPiIIa within the apical membrane of PT cells (5). The present study seeks to advance the understanding of the functional significance of Shank2 in regulating the intracellular distribution of NaPiIIa.

The predominant Shank2 spliceoform within the kidney, termed Shank2E (29), is a multiple domain protein that includes an ankyrin repeat domain, a SH3 domain, a single PDZ domain, a proline-rich region, and a sterile-α motif (40). Foreshadowing its importance within epithelial cells, the PDZ domain of Shank2 binds to key transporter and ion channel proteins, including the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) Cl− channel, the sodium-proton exchanger 3 (NHE3), and NaPiIIa (19, 23, 28). Rat renal PT cells maintained under low serum Pi conditions have both Shank2...
and NaPiIIa concentrated within their apical microvilli. The functional significance of Shank2 on the microvillar retention of NaPiIIa, however, has not been established. NaPiIIa and Shank2 respond to acute increases in serum Pi by undergoing parallel patterns of redistribution through endosomal compartments (12, 28). These observations suggest NaPiIIa and Shank2 might remain associated and comigrate together through the cell interior. The present studies employ opossum kidney (OK) cells, an established PT cell model with regulated expression of NaPiIIa, to explore the relationship between Shank2 and NaPiIIa under both low- and high-Pi conditions.

Knocked down expression of Shank2 in cells maintained under low-Pi conditions showed that Shank2 plays a prominent role in the microvillar retention of NaPiIIa. Under high-Pi conditions, live-cell imaging, correlation spectroscopy, and fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy-Forster resonance energy transfer (FLIM-FRET) techniques extended the capabilities of traditional light microscopy techniques to quantitatively demonstrate on a microsecond time scale that, following endocytosis, Shank2 and NaPiIIa remain closely associated and transit through the cell interior in spatial and temporal synchrony.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture. OK PT cells were maintained in growth media [DMEM/F-12 medium (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 10% FBS (HyClone, Logan, UT), 5 mM t-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 U/ml streptomycin] at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. Cells were grown to confluence, cultured in growth media with reduced serum (0.2% FBS) for 24 h and incubated in low-Pi media [phosphate-free DMEM high glucose media (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), 0.2% FBS, 5 mM t-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 U/ml streptomycin, and 0.1 mM Na2HPO4] for 24 h. During the study periods (1, 2, or 3 h), control cells were maintained low-Pi media. Experimental cells were shifted into high-Pi media [phosphate-free DMEM high glucose media (Invitrogen), 0.2% FBS, 5 mM t-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 U/ml streptomycin, and 2 mM Na2HPO4].

DNA/small interfering RNA transfections. Opossum Shank2-specific and scrambled small interfering (si)RNAs were designed and generated by Invitrogen. This included unlabeled siRNAs [Western blotting and quantitative (q)PCR analysis studies] and siRNAs labeled with Alexa-Fluor 546 (immunofluorescence imaging studies). siRNA sequences against two regions of opossum Shank2 included 5'-CAGAGUCCAGGAAGAGAUGU-3' (forward), 5'-AA-CACUCUUCUCUGGAGAUGUGG-3' (reverse), 5'-Ax546-5A-GAAGAGAUAUCUCGGCGAGAAA-3' (forward), and 5'-UUUC-CUCUCUGCAGACACACAC-3' (reverse). The scrambled sequences 5'-Ax546-5A-GAAGAGAUAUCUCGGCGAGAAA-3' (forward), and 5'-UUUC-CUCUCUGCAGACACACAC-3' (reverse) were used as a negative control. Transfection of OK cells was performed using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX as directed by the manufacturer (Invitrogen). The cells were allowed to incubate for 72 h after transfection, and the medium was changed into low-Pi medium for 24 h and processed for Western blotting, qPCR analysis, or immunofluorescence imaging (see below).

To assess the consequences of Shank2 overexpression on NaPiIIa abundance, OK cells were transfected with 1 μg/35 mm well of 3XFlag-Shank2E cDNA using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent as directed by the manufacturer (Invitrogen). Four different fluorescence-tagged plasmid constructs were also used in the present studies. These included mRFP-Shank2E [rat in pcDNA3.1-; Invitrogen], EYFP-Shank2E [rat in pcDNA3.1-; Invitrogen], GFP-NaPiIIa (mouse; Moshe Levi; University of Colorado, Denver), mCherry-NaPiIIa (mouse; Moshe Levi; University of Colorado, Denver), Cer-NaPiIIa (mouse; Moshe Levi; U Colorado-Denver), and GFP-Rab11a (Rytis Prekeris; University of Colorado, Denver). OK cells were cotransfected with 500 ng of DNA for GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E, GFP-Rab11a and mRFP-Shank2E, GFP-Rab11a and mCherry-NaPiIIa; and Cer-NaPiIIa and EYFP-Shank2E studies using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent as directed by the manufacturer (Invitrogen).

qPCR analysis. Total RNA from OK cells was isolated using Qiagen total RNA mini prep kit as directed (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Two micrograms of total RNA were reverse-transcribed using Super-Script III (Invitrogen). qPCR was performed using Applied Biosystem 7300 with SYBR Green to quantify the production of dsDNA. Shank2 mRNA levels were normalized to GAPDH mRNA levels. Primer sequences for Shank2 were 5'-GGCGAGAGGGCATGTACTACCG-3' (forward) and 5'-GTCGATCTCCATGCTGCTGCCCG-3' (reverse). Primers for GAPDH were 5'-CCCCCTTATTGACCTCAACTC-3' (forward) and 5'-CCYAAAATGTCTGATCCACCC-3' (reverse).

Western blotting. At the appropriate time points, OK cells were lysed in a 5× PAGE buffer [50 mM Tris-base, 5% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 25% sucrose, and 5 mM EDTA pH 8.0, complete protease inhibitors (Roche, Indianapolis, IN)]. Protein concentrations were measured by bicinchoninic acid assay (Pierce; Rockford, IL), and samples were reduced (10% b-mercaptoethanol). Cell lysates were run on 9% polyacrylamide gels, transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), and subjected to immunoblotting. Blocking, antibody and wash solutions were diluted in blot buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 5 mM EDTA, and 1% Triton X-100 pH 7.4). Membranes were blocked (5% nonfat dry milk; 60 min); incubated with primary antibody [Shank2 (1:100; Santa Cruz Biotechnology; Santa Cruz, CA), NaPiIIa (1:1,000; Affinity BioReagents; Golden, CO), NaPi-4 (1:500, Moshe Levi; University of Colorado, Denver), NHE3 (1:10; Orson Moe, University of Texas, Southwestern), and actin (1:5,000; Chemicon; Temecula, CA)]; washed, incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:10,000 dilution; Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA); and washed again. The antibody complexes were detected using enhanced chemiluminescence (Fierce) and imaged using a photoscanning system (UV; Upland, CA). Densitometric analysis of Western blot bands was performed using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).

Immunofluorescence. For fixed-cell and live-cell confocal microscopy, cells were seeded onto 35-mm glass-bottom MatTek dishes (MatTek, Ashland, MA). Images were acquired on Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope (Zeiss NLO 510 with META; Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 63/1.4NA oil; Thornwood, NY) equipped with a temperature-controlled incubation chamber (Solent Scientific). The imaging settings were initially defined empirically to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio and to avoid saturation. In comparative imaging, all settings were kept constant between samples. The illumination was provided by 30-mW argon (488 nm), 5 mW HeNe (633 nm), and 1 mW HeNe (543 nm) lasers. Image processing was performed using Zeiss ZEN 2009 software. Figures were mounted using Adobe Photoshop CS4 (Adobe System).

For fixed-cell images, cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 20 min at room temperature. Cells were blocked with 10% normal serum, labeled with primary polyclonal antibodies against Shank2 (1:100; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and NaPiIIa (1:200; Affinity BioReagents), washed, and labeled with the appropriate secondary antibodies that were conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 or Alexa Fluor 546 (Invitrogen). F-actin was concurrently stained with Alexa-Phalloidin 633 (Invitrogen). For staining of endosomal compartments in cells cotransfected with GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E, cells were fixed; blocked; incubated with primary antibodies against EE1A (1:100; Becton-Dickinson; Franklin Lakes, NJ), LAMP1 (1:100; Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale, NY), and Rab11 (1:100; Becton-Dickinson; Franklin Lakes, NJ); washed; and labeled with Alexa Fluor 633-tagged secondary antibodies (Invitrogen). The degree of colocalization of pairs of these proteins within the subapical domain of OK cells under high-Pi conditions was quantified
by calculating their intensity correlation quotient (ICQ) values (12, 26). Intensity correlation analysis macros (www.mabiophotonics.ca) for this analysis were applied to ImageJ (NIH). Values for the product of the differences from the mean (PDM) quantify the degree of pixel-by-pixel synchrony of the fluorophore intensities in the two channels \(|PDM| = (R \times G) - (G \times G_{ave})\). \(R\) = individual pixel intensity-red, \(G\) = individual pixel intensity-green, and \(G_{ave}\) = average pixel intensity-red. The ICQ ratio is equal to the ratio of the number of positive PDM values to the total number of pixel values \(|ICQ| = (N_{pDM}/N_{total}) - 0.5; N_{ave}\) = number of pixels with a positive PDM value, \(N_{total}\) = total number of pixels with a nonzero value in each channel. The subapical domain of seven individual OK cells after 60 min of high-Pi incubation were analyzed.

In live-cell studies observing the temporal appearance of GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E in the subapical domain, images were obtained initially at the apical and then subapical levels with cells in low-Pi media. The media were then exchanged for high-Pi media, cells were incubated for 1 h and then images of subapical domain were collected. In studies observing the short-term comigration of dual-labeled endosomes through the subapical domain of OK cells, cells were shifted from low-Pi media into high-Pi media for 1 h. While focused at the subapical level, 30 images at a 20-s time interval were captured. The series of images were analyzed in ImageJ software (NIH).

**Fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy measurements.** Developed in the early 1970s (27), fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS; Fig. 1A) measure and correlate the temporal intensity fluctuations emitted from fluorescent proteins moving in and out of a small focal volume on a microsecond to millisecond time scale (31). Diffusion coefficients \(D\) quantify the rates of movement for individual proteins and are derived from the time they dwell within the focal volume and the consequent autocorrelation curves. FCCS measures and compares the degree of temporal synchrony between the fluorescence intensity fluctuations emitted from the two fluorescent proteins within the focal volume. Moving in temporal synchrony in this time frame is a strong indication that the two proteins reside in a common complex. FCS and FCCS studies were performed on an Olympus FV1000 inverted laser scanning confocal microscope with a Plan-Apochromat 60/1.2NA water immersion objective (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). A 488-nm line (Argon laser) and a 543-nm line (HeNe laser) were used to excite GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E, respectively. Data were acquired in the photon counting mode using Fluoview1000 Software. Calibration measurements were performed using Rhodamine110. The diffusion coefficient \(D\) for rhodamine110 is 430 \(\mu\text{m}^2/\text{s}\) (15). With the use of the equations \(D = o_o/4\tau_D\) \(o_o\) = radius; \(\tau_D\) = mobility time, the detection volume was determined to be an ellipsoid with axes of 0.22 and 0.98 \(\mu\text{m}\). The signals were analyzed with SimFCS software (Global for Images; Enrico Gratton, University of California, Irvine) to determine the autocorrelation of fluctuations within individual channels and the cross-correlation of fluctuations from the two channels. The autocorrelation function used to fit the single channel data was calculated as

\[
G(\tau) = \frac{C}{N} \left[ 1 + \frac{\tau}{\tau_D} \right]^{-1} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{w^2}{\tau} \right)^2 \right]^{-1} - \frac{1}{2}
\]

where \(C\), \(w\), and \(z\) are geometrical attributes of the focal volume obtained via calibration and \(N\) and \(\tau_D\) are fitting parameters for determining the mobility coefficients of the fluorescent proteins (36). The cross-correlation function for fitting the data showing temporal

---

**Fig. 1.** Shank2 small interfering (si)RNAs knockdown levels of Shank2 mRNA and protein. A: quantitative (q)PCR analysis of opossum kidney (OK) cells treated with Shank2 siRNAs had significantly lower levels of Shank2/GAPDH mRNA compared with either untreated controls (Con) or cells transfected with scrambled (Scr) siRNAs (\(n = 3\); \(*P < 0.05\)). B: Western blot analysis of OK cells treated with Shank2 siRNAs had significantly lower levels of Shank2/actin protein compared with either untreated controls (Con) or cells transfected with scrambled siRNAs (Scr). The abundance of sodium-phosphate cotransporter IIa (NaPiIIa) was also markedly reduced in the cells treated with Shank2 siRNAs. Actin served as a loading control. C: in OK cells treated with Shank2 vs. scrambled siRNAs, linear regression analysis of the densitometric data from the Western blots showed a linear correlation between level of Shank2 knockdown and NaPiIIa abundance (\(r^2 = 0.59\); \(P = 0.02\); \(n = 9\) pairs). D: Western blot analysis of cells treated with Shank2 siRNAs showed a decrease in Shank2 abundance but no significant difference in sodium-proton exchanger 3 (NHE3) abundance. E: graph displays densitometry values and shows that despite a range of Shank2 knockdown levels, the NHE3 levels remain similar to those found in Scr siRNA control cells (\(n = 5\)).
synchrony between the fluctuations in the two channels has a similar form with $N$ and $\tau_p$, corresponding to associated protein domains moving in synchrony through the focal volume, which two axes are geometrically defined by $w$ and $z$. The cross-correlation data were obtained for GFP-NaPiIIa:mRFP-Shank2E ($n = 10$), GFP-rab11:mCherry-NaPiIIa ($n = 5$), and GFP-rab11:mRFP-Shank2E ($n = 5$).

Raster image cross-correlation spectroscopy. Developed in recent years (8, 10), raster image cross-correlation spectroscopy (cCRICS; Fig. 1B) is a fluorescence correlation technique that repetitively scans a set planar volume within live cells to quantify the spatial and temporal migration patterns of protein pairs (38). cCRICS studies were performed on an Olympus FV1000 inverted laser scanning confocal microscope with a Plan-Apochromat 60/1.2NA water immersion objective (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Adjusted to track protein mobility in live cells (i.e., particles moving with mobility coefficients between 1 and 100 $\mu m^2/s$), the scan speed was set at 20 $\mu m$/pixel. Immobile or “slow moving” particles are consequently mathematically removed and do not appear in the acquired images. With the observation plane set in the subapical domain, 100 images were collected for each cell from a scan area of 256 $\times$ 256 pixels. The corresponding line time was 6.240 ms, and the frame time was 1.66 s. The pixel size was set to 50 nm, which corresponds to an imaging region of 12.5 $\times$ 12.5 $\mu m$.

A 488-nm line (Argon laser) and a 543-nm line (HeNe laser) were used to excite GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E, respectively. Data were collected with Fluoview1000 Software. Images were analyzed with SimFCS software (Globals for Images; Enrico Gratton, University of California, Irvine). The spatial cross-correlation function for fitting the data was calculated as

$$G(\xi, \psi) = \frac{\gamma}{N} \left[ 1 + \frac{4D(\tau_p \xi + \tau_p \psi)}{w^2} \right]^{-1} \left[ 1 + \frac{4D(\tau_p \xi + \tau_p \psi)}{z^2} \right]^{-1} \times \exp \left[ -\frac{2z\delta_r}{w} \left( \frac{2z\delta_r}{w} \right) \right] \times \exp \left[ -\frac{4D(\tau_p \xi + \tau_p \psi)}{w^2} \right],$$

where $\gamma$, $w$, and $z$ are geometrical attributes of the focal plane being raster scanned with $\tau_p$ as pixel time, $\tau_p$ as line time, $\xi$ as pixel size in the x-direction, and $\psi$ as pixel size in the y-direction (11). $D$ and $N$ correspond to the diffusion and concentration of associated proteins.

FLIM-FRET microscopy. FLIM measurement of FRETs (42) was performed using a Zeiss LSM 510 microscope (Jena, Germany) equipped with a FLIMBox, a digital-frequency-domain setup capable of multiharmonic analysis, as previously detailed (6, 17). Briefly, images of the apical membrane or subapical domain were obtained in the 256 $\times$ 256 format with a pixel dwell time of 25.6 $\mu s$/pixel and averaging over 20 frames. SimFCS software (Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, University of California, Irvine) was used for the acquisition and analysis of FLIM images following the phasor analysis (16). A digital-frequency-domain setup measured the modulation and phase at each pixel within an image. The modulation and phase determined, respectively, the radial and angular coordinate of the phasor in a polar plot (37). The phasor associated to each cell imaged with FLIM was determined as the average phasor of the pixels corresponding to the apical membrane or subapical domain. In each experiment, the phasor of the unquenched donor ($D$) was determined as the average phasor of cells transfected only with Cer-NaPiIIa. The phasor of the background (af) was determined as the average phasor of the autofluorescence signal from untransfected cells. The phasor of the donor-acceptor pair ($D + A$) was determined as the average of cells cotransfected with Cer-NaPiIIa and EYFP-Shank2E.

To quantify FRET, the shift of the ($D + A$) vs. ($D$) phasors was determined. The trajectory of variable FRET efficiency is drawn in the plot starting from the ($D$) position ($E = 0$) to the (af) position ($E = 1$; see Fig. 10A). The quenched donor ($D_0$) position yields the value of efficiency ($E$) associated with the FRET interaction.

maximum FRET detectable if all donors are ideally paired with acceptors. Any experimental phasor along this trajectory corresponds to a pure species of ($D_0$) with FRET efficiency $E$. If the donors are not all paired with an acceptor, then a pixel will contain a mixture of quenched and unquenched donors with relative fractions ($f_D$) and ($f_{unq}$). In this case, the ($D + A$) phasor is a normalized linear combination of ($D_0$) and ($D$) phasors and will lie along the line connecting these two absolute phasors. The fraction of interacting donors, ($f_D$), in a given mixture was calculated from the distance of the phasor ($D + A$) from ($D_0$) divided by the distance between ($D_0$) and ($D$) (see Fig. 10A).

Statistical analysis. All data are presented as means $\pm SE$. Statistical analysis was performed using t-tests for pairs of data and one-way ANOVA for data groups of three or more using Prism-4 GraphPad software. Tukey’s post hoc test was applied to the ANOVA data. Values were considered statistically significant when $P < 0.05$.

RESULTS

Shank2 knockdown impacts NaPiIIa abundance and distribution. In intact rat renal PT cells and cultured OK cells, low-Pi conditions in the serum or culture medium induce NaPiIIa and Shank2 to concentrate within the apical microvilli with little of either protein found in the cell interior (12, 28). To determine if Shank2 contributed to the microvillar retention of NaPiIIa, the expression levels of Shank2 were either knocked down by transfecting Shank2 siRNAs or were elevated by transfecting Flag-Shank2 cDNA into OK cells. qPCR analyses showed that compared with cells that were untransfected or transfected with scrambled siRNAs, OK cells receiving Shank2 siRNAs had significantly lower Shank2 mRNA levels (Fig. 1A; $n = 3$). Western blot analysis of OK cells treated with scr siRNA showed Shank2 and NaPiIIa protein levels were not different from control cells (94 $\pm$ 9 and 98 $\pm$ 9% of controls, respectively; $n = 9$). In Shank2 siRNA-treated cells, however, Shank2 levels were decreased to 58 $\pm$ 4% of levels in control cells (Fig. 1B; $n = 9$). Analysis of NaPiIIa protein levels in these same cell lysates showed NaPiIIa levels were also significantly diminished (67 $\pm$ 8% vs. controls; Fig. 1B; $n = 9$). Plotting the relative Shank2/actin levels against NaPiIIa/actin levels from pairs of scrambled vs. Shank2 siRNA cells shows a linear correlation between the degree of Shank2 knockdown and the resultant decrease in NaPiIIa levels (Fig. 1C; $r^2 = 0.59$; $P < 0.02$). To evaluate the specificity of the Shank2 knockdown effect on NaPiIIa abundance, the effect of Shank2E knockdown on NHE3 abundance was measured (Fig. 1D). Like NaPiIIa, NHE3 is concentrated within the microvillar membrane of PT cells and is bound by Shank2 (19). In contrast to NaPiIIa, densitometric analysis showed that in OK cells with knocked down levels of Shank2E, NHE3 levels remained at control levels (Fig. 1E; $n = 5$).

To further investigate this functional relationship between Shank2 and NaPiIIa, the comparative abundance of NaPiIIa was evaluated by confocal immunofluorescence in OK cells that were transfected with Shank2 siRNA. To identify the cells that were successfully transfected with the scrambled or Shank2 siRNA molecules, the siRNA molecules were constructed with an Alexa-546 (red) fluor covalently attached to the siRNA molecules. Positively transfected cells were denoted by the presence of red puncta within the cell interior. In the analysis, neighboring cells without any observed siRNA in the cell interior served as an internal control. In OK cells transfected with scr siRNA molecules, the total fluorescence (i.e.,
abundance) of NaPiIIa (green) was similar to that observed in neighboring nontransfected cells (Fig. 2, left). NaPiIIa was concentrated within the apical domain with lesser levels of NaPiIIa distributed within the cell interior in both untransfected and scr siRNA-transfected cells. In OK cells transfected with Shank2 siRNA molecules, however, the total fluorescence (i.e., abundance) of NaPiIIa was markedly less than the fluorescence observed in adjacent untransfected cells. In untransfected cells, NaPiIIa was abundantly expressed and remained concentrated within the apical domain while Shank2 siRNA-transfected cells had markedly less GFP-NaPiIIa signal (Fig. 2, right). The remaining signal in the Shank2 siRNA-transfected cells was distributed both within the apical membrane and within the cell interior.

Although more modest, this dependent relationship between Shank2 and NaPiIIa protein abundance was also observed in OK cells that overexpress Shank2 in OK cells (Fig. 3). Densitometric analysis of Shank2 showed OK cells transfected with Flag-Shank2 cDNA had 2.55 ± 0.31 times the amount of Shank2 compared with mock transfected cells (n = 4). NaPiIIa levels in these Shank2 overexpressing cells were modestly but significantly increased (1.31 ± 0.14 times control) compared with mock transfected cells. No changes in NHE3 abundance were observed. The observations made in the Shank2 knockdown and overexpression studies provide the first direct evidence that Shank2 impacts NaPiIIa function by promoting the retention of NaPiIIa within the apical membrane of OK cells maintained under low-Pi conditions.

**High-Pi media induces internalization of GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2.** When PT cells experience an acute increase in serum Pi levels, NaPiIIa is retrieved from the microvillar membrane, endocytosed, and trafficked to lysosomes for degradation. Shank2 redistributes into the intracellular compartments in a pattern that directly parallels that of NaPiIIa (12). OK cells were further considered as a model to explore the relationship between Shank2 and NaPiIIa during the regulated endocytosis of NaPiIIa in response to high extracellular Pi. The marked decrease in NaPiIIa abundance following Shank2 knockdown in OK cells maintained under low-Pi conditions precluded the use of the knockdown approach in cells shifted into high-Pi media to study the role of Shank2 on NaPiIIa endocytosis. The OK cells do allow for live-cell studies and the dynamic nature of migrating proteins to be exploited to test if Shank2 and NaPiIIa dissociate or remain closely associated following the high-Pi-induced endocytic recovery from the apical membrane. This includes both correlation spectroscopy techniques that are capable of quantitatively resolving the comigration characteristics of two distinct proteins and FLIM-FRET studies to document the close (<10 nm) apposition of NaPiIIa and Shank2.

---

**Fig. 2.** Shank2 knockdown alters the abundance and distribution of NaPiIIa. Left: in OK cells transfected with scrambled siRNAs (red puncta seen in the x-z scan; denoted by * in the apical x-y scan), imaging in both the x-y and x-z axes shows NaPiIIa (green) concentrated within the apical domain. This pattern and the signal abundance is similar to that seen in adjacent cells with no observed uptake of scrambled siRNAs (no red observed in cell interior). Right: OK cells transfected with Shank2 siRNAs (red puncta seen in the x-z scan; denoted with an asterisk in the apical x-y scan) had markedly less NaPiIIa (green) than adjacent, untransfected cells (no red observed in cell interior). NaPiIIa remaining in the Shank2 siRNA-transfected cells was observed in both the apical membrane and the cell interior (n = 4 preps; 10 cells/prep). Bar = 5 μm. Apical sections shown are from four 0.5-μm stacked sections.

---

**Fig. 3.** Shank2 overexpression (OvExp) increases NaPiIIa abundance. A: in OK cells transfected with Flag-Shank2 cDNA, densitometric analysis found Shank2 abundance increased by 2.55 ± 0.31 times compared with control cells (Con; n = 4; *p < 0.05). No change in NHE3 levels were observed. B: Flag-Shank2-transfected cells had a modest but significant increase in the abundance of endogenous NaPiIIa (1.31 ± 0.14 times vs. control) measured in Shank2-transfected cells (n = 4; *p < 0.05). C: NaPiIIa/actin.
These live-cell studies utilize OK cells that are transfected with fluorescence-tagged forms of NaPiIIa [e.g., GFP and Shank2 (e.g., mRFP and EYFP)]. The expression levels and cellular distribution of these recombinant proteins were initially evaluated as part of an effort to establish that the recombinant proteins behaved similar to their native counterparts. Western blot analysis demonstrates that the expression levels of these recombinant proteins were modestly higher than native NaPiIIa and Shank2 (open arrowheads). Actin served as a loading control (XF, transfected). Confocal imaging in the X-Z (bottom rectangle) and Y-Z planes (right rectangle) shows that native NaPiIIa (green) and Shank2 (red) are concentrated at the apical domain. F-actin (blue) delineates the cell periphery. X-Y scans (top left box) are at the level of the subapical domain. Confocal imaging shows that recombinant GFP-NaPiIIa (green) and mRFP-Shank2E (red) are similarly concentrated at the apical domain. Bar = 5 µm.

Fig. 4. GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E expression characteristics in OK cells. A: Western blotting shows recombinant GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E (closed arrowheads) are expressed at modestly higher levels than native NaPiIIa and Shank2 (open arrowheads). Actin served as a loading control (XF, transfected). B: confocal imaging in the X-Z (bottom rectangle) and Y-Z planes (right rectangle) shows that native NaPiIIa (green) and Shank2 (red) are concentrated at the apical domain. F-actin (blue) delineates the cell periphery. X-Y scans (top left box) are at the level of the subapical domain. C: confocal imaging shows that recombinant GFP-NaPiIIa (green) and mRFP-Shank2E (red) are similarly concentrated at the apical domain. Bar = 5 µm.

Fig. 5. GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E co-localize in the cell interior. A: after a 1-h incubation in high phosphate media, GFP-NaPiIIa (green) and mRFP-Shank2E (red) are present within the cell interior and co-localize with each other (i.e., yellow). Partial colocalization of GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E with EEA1 (left; blue) and LAMP1 (middle; blue) but not with rab11 (right; blue) is observed (i.e., white). Bar = 5 µm. White boxes (5 × 5 µm) in upper panels are shown at higher magnification in lower panels. B: ICQ values for NaPiIIa showed a modest positive correlation with EEA1 (0.11 ± 0.01; n = 7) and LAMP1 (0.14 ± 0.02; n = 7), a negative correlation with rab11 (−0.26 ± 0.09; n = 7) and a strong positive correlation with Shank2E (0.31 ± 0.01; n = 7). C: likewise, ICQ values for Shank2E showed a modest positive correlation with EEA1 (0.10 ± 0.02; n = 7) and LAMP1 (0.13 ± 0.01; n = 7), a negative correlation with rab11 (−0.29 ± 0.09; n = 7) and a strong positive correlation with NaPiIIa (0.31 ± 0.01; n = 7). *P < 0.05 vs. NaPiIIa/or Shank2.
proteins were approximately two to three times the levels of the native forms of these two proteins (Fig. 4A). Under low-Pi conditions, native NaPiIIa and Shank2 are both concentrated within the apical microvilli of in vivo rat renal PT cells (12, 28) and cultured OK cells (Fig. 4B) (12, 28). Mirroring the native proteins, GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2 are both concentrated in the microvillar region of OK cells when cultured in low-Pi media (Fig. 4C). In rat renal PT cells exposed to high serum Pi levels, quantitative analyses show that NaPiIIa and Shank2 are diminished in the microvillar domain and redistribute into clathrin-associated compartments, early endosomes and lysosomes (12). Neither protein, however, was found within rab11a-containing recycling endosomes. GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2 expressed in cultured OK cells show a similar pattern (Fig. 5A). In cells fixed after 60 min in high-Pi media, GFP-NaPiIIa showed a high degree of colocalization with mRFP-Shank2. GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E colocalization was greatest in the upper reaches of the cell. Within the mid-cell region, colocalization was also readily observed but distinct GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E signals were also present. Both NaPiIIa and Shank2E also showed partial colocalization with EEA1, a marker of early endosomes, and with LAMP1, a lysosome marker. In contrast, while rab11 also distributed within the subapical domain, little rab11 was found to colocalize with either GFP-NaPiIIa or mRFP-Shank2. The degree of colocalization within the subapical domain was quantified by determining the ICQ for each pair of proteins (Fig. 5B; ICQ\textsubscript{max} = +0.5; ICQ\textsubscript{min} = −0.5). The distributions of the subapical pixel intensities for GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2 were highly correlated (GFP-NaPiIIa vs. mRFP-Shank2: 0.31 ± 0.01; n = 7). The subapical pixel intensity distributions of EEA1 and LAMP1 with either GFP-NaPiIIa or mRFP-Shank2 showed a modest degree of correlation (GFP-NaPiIIa vs. EEA1: 0.11 ± 0.01; mRFP-Shank2 vs. EEA1: 0.10 ± 0.02; GFP-NaPiIIa vs. LAMP1: 0.14 ± 0.02; mRFP-Shank2 vs. LAMP1: 0.13 ± 0.01; n = 7). The subapical pixel intensity distributions of rab11 with either GFP-NaPiIIa or mRFP-Shank2 were markedly distinct (GFP-NaPiIIa vs. Rab11: −0.26 ± 0.09; mRFP-Shank2 vs. Rab11: −0.29 ± 0.09; n = 7). The findings above establish that the regulated redistribution of GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2 in OK cells directly parallels the regulated redistribution of native NaPiIIa and Shank2 previously documented in in vivo rat renal PT cells.

Live-cell imaging shows dynamic comigration of GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2. Having validated cotransfected OK cells as a faithful model to study the regulated NaPiIIa-Shank2 relationship, efforts were made to determine if Shank2 dissociates from or comigrates with NaPiIIa during the regulated recovery and internalization of NaPiIIa. First, live-cell confocal microscopy was employed to follow the fates of GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2 in OK cells subjected to high extracellular Pi. Under low-Pi conditions, both GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2 are concentrated within the apical microvilli with very little abundance within the subapical domain (Fig. 6A). Under high-Pi conditions, both proteins are concentrated within the subapical domain with very little abundance within the apical domain. Upon shifting cells into high-Pi media, both proteins migrate into the subapical domain. High-Pi images were taken after 60 min in high-Pi media. Merged images of both channels show a high degree of colocalization of both proteins within the apical and subapical domains. Bar = 5 μm. B: merged images of GFP-NaPiIIa (green) and mRFP-Shank2E (red) captured at sequential 20-s time intervals. Arrowheads highlight the sequential migration of a dual-labeled endosome after 0, 20, and 40 s. Bar = 5 μm.
The apical aspect of OK cells is typically dome shaped. This allows for orientation in confocal sections to be seen with the apical membrane ringing the cell periphery and the subapical domain residing within the membrane ring. Maintaining the confocal image plane in the subapical domain, the cells were shifted into high-Pi medium. Over time, both GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2 accumulated within the subapical domain. Merged images of the subapical domain demonstrate these two proteins colocalize. When followed at 20-s intervals, colocalized GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2 proteins are observed emerging together from the apical membrane and tracking together through the cell interior (Fig. 6B). These live-cell images indicate the large majority of putative GFP-NaPiIIa-laden endosomes have mRFP-Shank2 associated with them.

Correlation spectroscopy quantifies the comigration patterns of NaPiIIa and Shank2. For mobile proteins, fluorescence correlation techniques can greatly extend the ability of light microscopy to demonstrate an association between two proteins by determining if the two proteins move in temporal or spatial synchrony on a microsecond time scale. In the present study, FCS and ccRICS were employed to determine in a quantitative manner if GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2 traversed through the subapical domain in synchrony. Rab11 also resides within the subapical domain but does not distribute with either NaPiIIa or Shank2 (Fig. 5). Consequently, the synchrony of movement between GFP-rab11 and either mCherry-NaPiIIa or mRFP-Shank2E was evaluated as negative controls.

In FCS/FCCS studies of OK cells maintained in low-Pi media, essentially no GFP-NaPiIIa or mRFP-Shank2E was observed trafficking through the focal volume within the subapical domain (Fig. 7A). In contrast, GFP-rab11 did migrate within the subapical domain under the low-Pi conditions (Fig. 8, A and C; Table 1; n = 5 each). One hour after transitioning into high-Pi media, FCS measurements were repeated within the subapical domain of the same cells. GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E were now observed migrating within the subapical domain (Fig. 7B). The diffusion coefficients (i.e., rates of movement) for GFP-NaPiIIa ($D_{NaPiIIa} = 3.9 \pm 0.3 \, \mu m^2/s; n = 10$; Table 1) and mRFP-Shank2E ($D_{Shank2E} = 3.8 \pm 0.3 \, \mu m^2/s; n = 10$; Table 1) were remarkably similar to each other. Demonstrating that these two proteins were migrating through the focal volume in synchrony, FCS analysis showed a high degree of cross-correlation between GFP-NaPiIIa and mRFP-Shank2E (Fig. 7B; Table 1). These observations are in contrast to the analyses of OK cells cotransfected with GFP-rab11 and mCherry-NaPiIIa or GFP-rab11 and mRFP-Shank2E under high-Pi conditions. While each protein migrates within the subapical domain, the diffusion coefficients are significantly different for GFP-rab11 vs. either mCherry-NaPiIIa or mRFP-Shank2E (Table 1) and there are no observed cross-correlations in their temporal patterns of entering and exiting the focal volume (Fig. 8, B and D). In short, while there is no observable synchrony in the movements of rab11 with either NaPiIIa or Shank2, there is direct synchrony in the movements of NaPiIIa and Shank2.

FCS analysis of OK cells incubated under low-Pi vs. high-Pi also yielded an unanticipated observation. Same-cell diffusion coefficient measurements of GFP-only (low-Pi: $D_{GFP} = 9.5 \pm 1.0 \, \mu m^2/s$; high-Pi: $D_{GFP} = 28.9 \pm 3.1 \, \mu m^2/s; n = 5$) and mCherry-only proteins (low-Pi: $D_{mCherry} = 34.5 \pm 6.0 \, \mu m^2/s$; high-Pi: $D_{mCherry} = 99.3 \pm 5.5 \, \mu m^2/s; n = 5$) documented a roughly three-fold increase in their mobility rates after one h of incubation in high-Pi media (Table 1). Cells maintained under low-Pi conditions did not have a change in their GFP-only and mCherry-only diffusion coefficients. This observation requires more direct investigation but suggests that increasing the extracellular Pi concentration altered the intracellular environment that resulted in a decreased resistance to movement within the subapical domain of OK cells.

OK cells expressing GFP-NaPiIIa:mRFP-Shank2, GFP-rab11:mCherry-NaPiIIa and GFP-rab11:mRFP-Shank2 protein pairs were also evaluated by ccRICS (Fig. 9). By repetitively scanning in register over a set planar volume, ccRICS is capable of evaluating both the temporal and spatial synchrony of movements between two proteins. The fitting function for the distribution of the individual spatial cross-correlation values is presented graphically as a two-dimensional function (Fig. 9B, bottom plane). The tall, narrow conical shape is consistent with the mobility coefficient being near the lower end of the range of detection (slower diffusion) and indicates...
that the distinct cross-correlated protein pairs are predominantly moving together. Figure 9B, top plane, presents graphically the fitting residuals, which is the difference between the measured data and the fitting function and highlights the tightness of the fitted data. The cross-correlated signal can be visualized in images of cross-correlated signals obtained from individual raster scans (Fig. 9A). When the correlation of the spatial redistribution of moving particles between both channels was evaluated, a positive cross-correlation diffusion coefficient ($D_{ccRICS}/H11005 2.7/H9262 0.7/m^2/s$; $n/H11005 4$; Table 1) was observed. The strong degree of cross-correlation measured for GFP-NaPiIIa:mRFP-Shank2E was contrasted by the lack of cross-correlation between GFP-rab11:mCherry-NaPiIIa and GFP-rab11:mRFP-Shank2E protein pairs (data not shown). The ccRICS studies confirm the FCCS observations and extend the observations by demonstrating that NaPiIIa and Shank2 migrate through the subapical domain of OK cells in both temporal and spatial synchrony.

**FLIM-FRET analysis of NaPiIIa and Shank2 interactions in OK cells.** To determine if NaPiIIa and Shank2 remained closely associated during endocytosis and trafficking through the subapical domain, OK cells were subjected to FLIM-FRET analysis. FRET can only occur when donor and acceptor fluorophors are positioned within 10 nm of each other. The occurrence of FRET between Cer-NaPiIIa (donor fluorophor) and EYFP-Shank2E (acceptor fluorophor) was determined using fluorescence lifetime measurements of Cer-NaPiIIa. The fluorescence lifetime of donor fluorophors is diminished when FRET occurs. To facilitate interpretation, the FLIM data were subjected to phasor analysis (9). As shown in an "idealized"

---

**Table 1. Migration coefficients for FCS, FCCS, and ccRICS studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proteins</th>
<th>Low Phosphate</th>
<th>High Phosphate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protein1</td>
<td>$D_{prot1}$, $\mu m^2/s$</td>
<td>$D_{prot2}$, $\mu m^2/s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>9.5 ± 1.0 ($n = 5$)</td>
<td>34.5 ± 6.0 ($n = 5$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaPiIIa*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shank2E*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaPiIIa*</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.2 ($n = 5$)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rab11*</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.6 ($n = 5$)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shank2E*</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.2 ($n = 5$)</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.5 ($n = 5$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE. NaPiIIa, sodium-phosphate cotransporter IIa; $D$, migration coefficient; FCS, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy; FCCS, fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy ccRICS, raster image cross-correlation spectroscopy. *Proteins were GFP tagged; †proteins were mRFP-tagged; ‡proteins were mCherry-tagged.
The phasor position of (D NaPiIIa) in the phasor plot was determined and compared with each study, the average phasor position of (D) (i.e., Cer-D). In apical domain of cells under high-Pi conditions (Fig. 10), within the subapical domain, within the microvilli of B FLIM measurements were taken within the microvilli of cells under high-Pi conditions (Fig. 10). The degree of shift depends on the efficiency of the interaction and the fraction (f0) of molecules undergoing FRET. In OK cells, FLIM measurements were taken within the microvilli of cells under low-Pi conditions (Fig. 10B), within the microvilli of cells under high-Pi conditions (Fig. 10C) and within the subapical domain of cells under high-Pi conditions (Fig. 10D). In each study, the average phasor position of (D) (i.e., Cer-NaPiIIa) in the phasor plot was determined and compared with the phasor position of (D + A) (i.e., Cer-NaPiIIa and EYFP-Shank2E) species. Within the microvilli of cells under low-Pi conditions, the phasors from (D + A) cotransfected cells were significantly shifted in the direction of lower lifetimes to demonstrate the occurrence of FRET (Fig. 10B). The fraction of donors undergoing FRET was 0.11 ± 0.02 (n = 18) with a FRET efficiency of 0.7. Within the microvilli of cells under high-Pi conditions, the phasors of (D + A) cotransfected cells did not show a significant shift in position compared with (D) transfected cells (Fig. 10C). This absence of FRET indicates the remaining Cer-NaPiIIa and EYFP-Shank2E within the microvilli of OK cells under high-Pi conditions do not reside within 10 nm of each other. This is in contrast to the same fluorophors with the subapical domain of OK cells under high-Pi conditions. When compared with (D) transfected cells, the phasors of (D + A) cotransfected cells are again shifted toward the direction of lower lifetime (Fig. 10D). The fraction of donors undergoing FRET was 0.10 ± 0.05 (n = 14) with a FRET efficiency of 0.7. Thus the FLIM-FRET studies confirm the close association between NaPiIIa and Shank2 within the microvilli of PT cells in low-Pi conditions and demonstrate this close association is maintained as both proteins are endocytosed into the subapical domain of PT cells in high-Pi conditions.

Together, the ICQ analysis, the qualitative comigration observations, the quantitative FCCS/ccRICS measurements, and the FLIM-FRET analysis of protein-protein apposition provide robust evidence that Shank2 remains closely associated with NaPiIIa during the regulated recovery and intracellular trafficking of NaPiIIa.

**DISCUSSION**

The Shank family of proteins (Shank1, Shank2, and Shank3) continues to emerge as critical regulators of protein complexes and cellular functions. Initially discovered in neurons, Shank proteins direct the formation of nascent dendrites, coordinate the organization of proteins within the postsynaptic density regions, and moderate synaptic activities (13, 39). This role in neuronal plasticity and function translates into Shank proteins being important in learning, memory and development. For example, Shank1(−/−) mice have smaller dendrites, altered protein compositions within their postsynaptic densities, and impaired patterns of learning and memory (22). Furthermore, genetic studies in humans have established a direct linkage between mutations in either Shank2 or Shank3 and autism (3, 35). While Shank1 expression appears constrained to neurons, Shank2 and Shank3 are more broadly expressed and both Shank2 and Shank3 have important physiologic roles in these other tissues.

In epithelial cells, Shank2 is concentrated within the apical domain and binds to specific ion transporter and channel proteins (19, 23, 28, 29). In cultured colonic epithelial cells, Shank2 binds to and moderates the activity of both CFTR and NHE3, in part, by serving as a platform to sequester regulatory proteins within the same microdomain as CFTR and NHE3 (19, 23–25). These Shank2-bound regulatory proteins moderate the open probability of CFTR and cycling rate of NHE3 while they reside within the apical membrane. Unlike CFTR and NHE3, the primary means of moderating NaPiIIa activity is not by posttranslational modification (e.g., phosphorylation) while remaining in the apical membrane but is, instead, by controlling its relative abundance within the microvillar membrane. Consequently, it was unclear if and how Shank2 might influence NaPiIIa activity. Studies employing EBP50(−/−) mice and PDZK1(−/−) mice showed that these two PDZ...
domain-expressing proteins promote the retention of NaPiIIa in the apical membrane (5, 41). The present studies show that EBP50 and PDZK1 are not acting alone in this role and provide the first direct observation that Shank2 impacts the microvillar retention of NaPiIIa. In OK cells maintained under low-Pi conditions, decreases in Shank2 expression resulted in a decrease in the cellular abundance of NaPiIIa (Figs. 1 and 2). Regression analysis demonstrated a linear correlation between the percent of Shank2 knockdown vs. the decrease in NaPiIIa abundance (Fig. 1). Extrapolation of the regression line suggests only ~20% of NaPiIIa would remain in the cells independent of any Shank2 interaction. Future studies will be important to determine how EBP50, PDZK1, and Shank2 coordinate their efforts to deliver, retain, and release NaPiIIa in a regulated fashion.

When PT cells are acutely shifted from a low-Pi to a high-Pi environment, NaPiIIa is retrieved from the apical microvilli, endocytosed, and trafficked to the lysosomes for degradation (12, 14). Very little is known regarding the molecular mechanisms that drive these steps. Similar to the response to high-Pi, PT cells respond to PTH treatment by recovering NaPiIIa from the microvillar membrane and traffic NaPiIIa to lysosomes for degradation. In response to PTH, the EBP50-NaPiIIa binding interaction is reduced and EBP50 remains within the microvillar domain (7, 43, 44). In contrast, in vivo rat studies show that following an acute increase in serum Pi levels, Shank2 redistributes into the intracellular compartments in a pattern that directly parallels that of NaPiIIa (12). This could maintain the Shank2 in position to direct the regulated endocytic recovery and intracellular trafficking of NaPiIIa. Unfortunately, the profound effect of Shank2 knockdown on NaPiIIa levels under low-Pi (i.e., pretreatment) conditions precludes the use of the knockdown approach to directly assess the functional roles of Shank2 in the regulated endocytic recovery of NaPiIIa.

Fig. 10. fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy-Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET-FLIM) analysis of Cer-NaPiIIa and EYFP-Shank2E association. A: schematic representation of a phasor plot from a FLIM-FRET measurement showing how FRET is quantified in terms of an efficiency (E) and fraction of quenched donors (\( f_q \)). Phasor position of the fluorescence lifetime values from cells cotransfected with donor and acceptor proteins (D + A) determines if FRET occurred. The distance between (D + A) and (D) normalized to the distance between (D) and (D_q) equals the fraction of donor fluorophores whose fluorescence lifetimes were decreased by FRET to the acceptor fluorophors (\( f_q \)). B: within microvilli under low-Pi conditions, there was a significant separation in the phasor coordinates of (D) vs. (D + A). Analysis found there was FRET between 11 ± 2% of donor-acceptor pairs. C: within microvilli under high-Pi conditions, there was no discernible FRET observed. D: within the subapical domain under high-Pi conditions, FRET occurred between 10 ± 5% of donor-acceptor pairs.
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